
Scales	
This pattern is named scales for two reasons. First, like practicing scales 
in music, this pattern involves a lot of practice in the basic stitches 
involved in knitting — the knit stitch and the purl stitch. Each pair of 
rounds consists of 190 repeats of each of these stitches. So, by the time 
you finish, your nimble fingers will be well practiced at both and you’ll be 
ready to take on anything that involved these two stitches, which is 
basically every knit pattern in the world…snazzy! Second, after you 
block this little beauty, the texture of the fabric actually does look a lot 
like fish scales, kinda sorta…to me anyway. If fish scales were soft and 
cozy and luxurious to drape yourself in on a cool Spring or Fall morning, 
that is. !!
You’ll Need:!
Crave Yarn Dalliance DK - 220 yards!
US 11 (8.0mm) !
One stitch marker*!!
Gauge: Not crucial for this project. Just pay attention to whether you 
have enough yarn for bind-off (6-8 yards).!!
Measurements 5” x 40” (80” circumference), this may vary a bit 
depending on your blocking and your original knit gauge.!!
Start and Finish Methods: a loose and matching cast-on and bind-off 
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are important here, so I recommend:!!
Cast-on method: Cabled Cast-on: (http://techknitting.blogspot.com/2006/12/casting-on-by-knitting-on-method-also.html)!!
Bind-off method: Russian Lace Bind-off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGACt6PBSi0!!
Pattern:  
Cast on 190. Keep it loose!!
Join to knit in the round, Be very careful not to twist your stitches. Place a stitch marker at the join so you can keep track 
throughout the project of when you have completed a full round. !!
Round 1: Knit all stitches!
Round 2: Purl all stitches!!
Repeat Rows 1 & 2 fourteen additional times…or when you have only enough yarn left to bind-off ( in this case, 6-7 yards 
should be plenty).!!
Bind-off all stitches. Keep it loose!!
Block aggressively..stretching it out quite a bit, but maintaining even width and length lines to create a long rectangle on 
the blocking area. !!!!!!!!!!!
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Miscellaneous Notes:!!
*Stitch Markers: If you don’t have a formal stitch marker you can make one out of something you are likely to have on 
hand: hair tie, dental floss, teeny tiny scrap of yarn in another color (2 inch long), safety clip, a think finger ring. Basically 
anything that is in, or that you can make into, a loop shape that will fit loosely around your needle and that can be easily 
slipped from your left needle to your right needle.   !!
Suggestion to Modify…make it your own: This is a very easy pattern to modify. The pattern allows for a finished infinity 
scarf that wrap loosely three time. You can… !
1) make it longer by casting on more stitches, just make sure you leave more yarn at the end for your bind-off; Or,!
2) make it shorter, by casting on fewer; roughly a third of the suggested 190 stitches, with many more repeats of rows 1 

& 2 would make it a nice tall cowl. !
3) You can cast on an even or odd number of stitches, this detail is not, at all, crucial to the pattern.  
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